As a special multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) radar networking mode, missile-borne forward-looking synthetic aperture radar (MFL-SAR) has many potential applications. This paper describes and analyzes properties of this new configuration. Range history and Doppler history are analyzed and derived using the designed geometric configuration. Then the expressions of range and Doppler resolution are determined based on the validity of two-dimensional (2D) resolution imaging capability. To help to design the proper system and motion parameters of this configuration, key parameters affecting the imaging ability are found out. Due to high velocities and accelerations of both transmitter and receiver, high-order terms in the slant range equation should be kept to reduce the approximation error. The range resolution and Doppler resolution of MFL-SAR are both space-variant and timevariant owing to the complexity of this configuration. The tiny changes of 2D resolution during the synthetic aperture time should be considered when designing the imaging algorithm of MFL-SAR.
Introduction
Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) [1] [2] [3] [4] radar networking system is a new radar mode in which many transmitters synchronize to transmit signals and many other receivers get target echo signals simultaneously. Proposed at the beginning of 21th century, it has been attracting much attention because of its good performance in antistealth, low probability intercept and antijamming capability. Besides, application of MIMO radar networking to radar imaging [5] could improve radar imaging resolution and thus can be further applied to enhance properties of targets detection, recognition, and tracking [6, 7] . As one special MIMO radar networking mode, missile-borne multistatic synthetic aperture radar (SAR) has potential applications on ground detection, battlefield reconnaissance, active homing guidance, and so forth. Electromagnetic wave transmitted by many transmitters impinges receivers after reflecting from target area and gets centralized processing [8, 9] . Such technology can achieve high-resolution imaging of high speed platform for those targets in the straight-ahead position and realize tracking and attacking with high precision, so it can be used in terminal guidance of missile [10, 11] especially.
In order to confirm the validity of application of such MIMO radar networking system to missile-borne platform, the mode of "single-transmitting and single-receiving" is assumed, that is, missile-borne bistatic forward-looking SAR (MBFL-SAR). MBFL-SAR is a new bistatic SAR imaging mode [12] , which has advantage of 2D imaging ability in the forward-looking mode over monostatic SAR [13] . Owing to the "far-transmitting and near-receiving" mode and forwardlooking mode of such configuration, transmitter can be placed in safe area far away from target area, while attack missile receives target echo signals in electromagnet silence state, acting as receiver. MBFL-SAR can work to image and seek targets actively during the whole terminal attacking stage because of its low probability intercept and good stealth performance. As one mode of bistatic SARs, MBFL-SAR is also subject to the problems and special requirements of synchronization of the transmitter and receiver. Some investigations were conducted and appealing approaches were suggested on synchronization of bistatic SAR [14] [15] [16] . This paper concentrates on description and analysis of the properties of this new configuration and ignores the synchronization problem.
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Configuration and resolution analysis are the basis of MBFL-SAR imaging study, and some researches have been published. Three different bistatic forward-looking SAR configurations have been analyzed, and the optimal geometry configurations have been proposed in [17] . Qiu and Hu designed bistatic forward-looking geometry with stationary transmitter and forward-looking receiver and analyzed its 2D resolution in [18] . Experiments have already been carried out to test the bistatic forward-looking imaging ability [19, 20] . Some imaging algorithms of bistatic forward-looking configuration have been suggested [21] [22] [23] . But all investigations above are focused on airborne or space-borne bistatic forward-looking configurations; a few studies about missileborne platform have been achieved.
In this paper, we describe and analyze this special configuration. Geometric configuration and signal model of MBFL-SAR are introduced in Section 2. High-order terms appearing in the range equation cannot be ignored, because of the fact that both transmitter and receiver have high velocities and accelerations. Doppler parameters are found out and analyzed based on the Taylor series expansion of the range equation. In Section 3, we give the derivation of 2D resolution of MBFL-SAR and find out key parameters affecting the imaging performance. Several examples are provided to illustrate the resolution ability in the MBFL-SAR in Section 4. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5. Figure 1 , in which both transmitter and receiver travel in curvilinear descending motion. ( , , 0) (here, the height of the scene is assumed to be zero) is a target point at any position of the dashed area, that is, the imaging area. Transmitter is descending along the curvêin the plane which forms an included angle with plane , in which receiver is travelling alonĝ. is the origin of coordinates, and is the projection of transmitter when the slow time = 0. For convenience of description, all motion parameters of transmitter are described in coordinates , and the ones of receiver are described in coordinates . Assume that, at = 0, transmitter and receiver are at 0 ( , 0, ) and 0 (0, 0, ), respectively. Velocity vectors of transmitter and receiver at that moment are
Geometric Configuration and Signal Model

Geometric Configuration. MBFL-SAR configuration is shown in
, respectively; acceleration vectors are ⃗ = (0, , ) and ⃗ = (0, , ), respectively. The components in directions and are V and V , respectively; the components in directions and are V and V , respectively.
The locations of transmitter and receiver at are (0, , ) and ( , , ); then we have (0, , )
(1) The position of transmitter ( , , ) in coordinates , according to the rotation relationship between coordinates and , can be expressed as
Then we can obtain the expression of instantaneous bistatic slant range as
where ( , , 0) is the position of ( , , 0) in coordinates ; it can be obtained using the method similar to (2) and with
Signal Model.
Suppose that the transmitted waveform is the linear frequency modulation (LFM), and scattering from ( , , 0) can be written as
wherêis the range time, is the wavelength, is the speed of light, and is the chirp rate. (⋅) and (⋅) are the range and azimuth envelopes, respectively. To design imaging algorithms for MBFL-SAR more conveniently, it is important to take efficient approximation of bf ( ); some simulations are given using the parameters listed in Table 1 and the results are shown in Figure 2 .
It can be seen that the maximum approximation error when keeping the terms up to the quadratic term is about 0.02 m, nearly the value of wavelength, so it is necessary to keep the higher term. When keeping the terms up to the third term, the maximum approximation error is only 2.44 × 10 −6 m, which is much less than the value of wavelength. Therefore, expanding (3) as a Taylor series of needs to keep the terms up to the third-order
Doppler Frequency and Doppler
Centroid. Doppler frequency can be obtained through derivation of slant range and is expressed as 
Doppler centroid represents correlativity only to motion parameters and irrelevance to location of targets in the traditional case where monostatic SAR moves with invariant velocity along a straight line or the case where transmitter and receiver move with equal velocities along parallel trajectories in traditional airborne bistatic SAR system. However, it can be seen from (9) that Doppler centroid in MBFL-SAR conducts different performance that dc varies with such parameters correlative to location of targets as cen , cen , 1 , and 1 , so dc is space-variant in MBFL-SAR configuration.
Doppler Frequency Rate.
Doppler frequency rate is the change rate of Doppler frequency and can be expressed as
We can find from (2.1) and (10) that Doppler frequency rate not only depends on the coordinates of targets but also relates strongly to original velocities and accelerations of platforms in this special configuration. Given such consumption that transmitter and receiver have equivalent velocities and invariant moving heights and accelerations are ignored and that the included angle is consumed as 0 ∘ , we can get the traditional bistatic parallel and velocity-equivalent mode. Therefore, the traditional bistatic parallel and velocityequivalent mode is the special case of MBFL-SAR to some extent. 
Range Walk Ratio (RWR).
Range walk ratio represents the range walk increment of echo signal in per time unit; it can be obtained as
Similar to Doppler centroid, range walk ratio in MBFL-SAR configuration is also space-variant. Such space-variance leads to the result that MBFL-SAR does not have azimuthinvariant property, which is important to conventional algorithms in monostatic SAR and airborne bistatic SAR in parallel and velocity-equivalent mode. So space-variance must be considered when the range cell migration correction is achieved.
Analysis of 2D Resolution
In this section, 2D imagingresolution of MBFL-SAR is analyzed. The expressions of range resolution and Doppler resolution are determined using gradient method [24] . Then key parameters affecting the 2D imaging ability are found out, which is helpful to design system parameters and motion parameters.
Range Resolution.
Assume that R and R represent slant range vectors from transmitter and receiver to target at , respectively, and can be written as
where i, j, and k are unit vectors in the directions axis, axis, and axis.
According to the geometrical relationship in Figure 1 , we can determine the coefficients in (12) 
where and are squint angle and look angle of transmitter, respectively, and are angle deviating from the beam center and look angle of receiver, respectively, and the angles are as follows:
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According to gradient method in [24] , we can get the range resolution of MBFL-SAR: = × ((cos sin cos − sin sin − sin ) 2 + [sin cos + cos sin sin
where is bandwidth of transmitted signal and is the range resolution which reflects the capability of distinguishing two targets in horizontal plane of imaging area. Given a certain bandwidth , is related to such angles between radars and target as , , , and and included angle (collectively called "space angles"). Although heights of transmitter and receiver do not appear in (16) explicitly, they can also affect through such "space angles. " In addition, the values of are different because of different space angles caused by different coordinates of targets and different slow time . Thus, is not only space-variant but also time-variant.
Doppler Resolution.
As shown in the coordinate system in Figure 1 , velocity vectors of transmitter and receiver platforms are expressed as
where and represent speed components of transmitter and receiver in horizontal plane, respectively, and and denote speed components of transmitter and receiver in the vertical plane. Because the directions of motion of transmitter and receiver in the vertical plane are downward, speed components in vertical direction are negative.
Again, using the gradient method, the Doppler resolution can be obtained as 
Similarly, is also dependent on "space angles. " Besides, synthetic aperture time and signal wavelength can also have influence on . Similar to , is space-variant and time-variant too.
Numerical Results
In this section, several examples are provided to illustrate the resolution ability in the MBFL-SAR. Below are some simulation results of the resolution capability and 2D resolution. Parameters used in the simulations are listed in Table 1 . Due to the features of space-variance and time-variance, we give the results at a certain time (here, = 0). Figure 3 depicts MBFL-SAR range contours and Doppler frequency contours, and MBFL-SAR range resolution and Doppler resolution are given in Figure 4 . To test the time-variant property, some simulations of the 2D resolution of the point target located at (0, 4500, 0) at different slow time are also implemented, and the results are shown in Figure 5 .
To further analyze the signal properties of MBFL-SAR, several simulations about airborne bistatic forward-looking SAR (ABFL-SAR) are also realized, where the velocities of the transmitter and receiver are 150 m/s and 100 m/s with Figure 8 . MBFL-SAR range contours and Doppler frequency contours when = 0 are shown in Figure 3 , where range contours and Doppler frequency contours are intersectant but all of them are not perpendicular. It can be seen that MBFL-SAR configuration has the capability of 2D imaging resolution. In addition, range contours and Doppler frequency contours are nearly perpendicular in some places of the imaging area but are nearly parallel in some other places, which describe the space-variant feature of 2D resolution as discussed previously. Because of the presence of high velocities and accelerations in MBFL-SAR configuration, Doppler frequencies of targets in the imaging area have greater changes than ABFL-SAR. And range cell migrations (RCMs) are also more severe during the same synthetic aperture time; that is to say, RWRs are greater. As shown in Figure 6 , Doppler frequency curves in both configurations are nearly parallel linear lines, but the maximum changes of Doppler frequency in ABFL-SAR are only 131 Hz, while the one in MBFL-SAR is much greater, about 9600 Hz. Results given in Figure 7 show that RWRs in both configurations are space-variant, but the one in MBFL-SAR is more grievous. The maximum RCM in ABFL-SAR is about 16 m, while the one during the same synthetic aperture time in MBFL-SAR is 45 m, which results from the fact that the range in MBFL-SAR is much further and changes more rapidly than ABFL-SAR. Figure 8 depicts RCC comparison between ABFL-SAR and MBFL-SAR, where we can find that RCC in MBFL-SAR is more serious than ABFL-SAR, about 20 m and 2 m, respectively. The greater RCC could not be neglected in MBFL-SAR when designing imaging algorithms, while the one in ABFL-SAR can be ignored if the influence on the resolution is small enough.
Conclusions
Applications of MIMO radar networking technology to radar imaging can improve the performance of radar imaging resolution, targets detection, recognition, and tracking. As a special MIMO radar networking system, MBFL-SAR is a special mode of bistatic forward-looking imaging by combining geometry configuration of bistatic motion with forwardlooking mode and has potential of being applied to missile precision terminal guidance. Properties of MBFL-SAR are analyzed in this paper. The high velocities and the two squareroot terms lead to the presence of high-order terms in slant range history and Doppler history which cannot be ignored. Simulations have been done to illustrate the resolution ability of this configuration, and both range resolution and Doppler resolution are space-variant and time-variant. The tiny changes of the values of 2D resolution in this configuration during short synthetic aperture time and comparisons with ABFL-SAR can be used to design imaging algorithms in this special configuration. Research on the properties of MBFL-SAR configuration validates the efficiency of the application of MIMO radar networking to radar imaging, which also provides theoretical groundwork for the whole system parameter design and imaging algorithms of MBFL-SAR.
